An activity-dependent increased role for L-type calcium channels in exocytosis is regulated by adrenergic signaling in chromaffin cells.
Chromaffin cells of the adrenal medulla represent a primary output of the sympathetic nervous system. Their electrical stimulation evokes the fusion of large dense core granules with the cell membrane and the exocytic release of multiple transmitter molecules into the circulation. There the transmitters contribute to the regulation of basic metabolism of the organism. Under physiological activity, granule fusion and transmitter release are limited by activity-dependent Ca(2+) influx, entering through multiple isoforms of voltage-gated calcium channels. In this study we utilize perforated-patch voltage-clamp recordings and depolarize mouse chromaffin cells in situ with action potential-like waveforms to mimic physiological firing. We measure calcium influx through specific isoforms and measure cell capacitance as an index of granule fusion. Combining these approaches we calculate specific stimulus-secretion efficiencies for L-type, N-type, P/Q-type and R-type calcium channels under varied physiological activity levels. Current influx through all channel subtypes exhibited an activity-dependent depression. As expected P/Q-type channels, while responsible for modest Ca(2+) influx, are tightly coupled to catecholamine secretion under all conditions. We further find that stimulation designed to match sympathetic input under the acute stress response recruits L-type channels to a state of enhanced stimulus-secretion efficiency. N- and R-type channels do not undergo activity-dependent recruitment and remain loosely coupled to the secretion. Thus, only L-type channels exhibit activity-dependent changes in their stimulus-secretion function under physiological stimulation. Lastly, we show that treatment with the beta-adrenergic agonist, isoproterenol, specifically blocks the increase in the stimulus-secretion function of L-type channels. Thus, increased cell firing specifically enhances stimulus-secretion coupling of L-type Ca(2+) channels in chromaffin cells in situ. This mechanism is regulated by an adrenergic signaling pathway.